the right way
to LOGFAS
Logistics Functional Area Services (LOGFAS) is a NATO-owned suite
of tools that provides planning, execution, and data management
capabilities to NATO, NATO Nations and, their allied partners.
From data automation, to user training, to developing Concepts
of Operations (CONOPS), we can help your organization get the
most return on your LOGFAS investment.

Through use of its modules, LOGFAS supports:
Planning and
execution of
multinational force
deployments

Reduce the time
and burden of
coordinating
movements,
border crossings,
and customs
forms

Sustainment of
operations through
management of
multinational supply
stocks

Prioritize
movements
based upon unit
capabilities and
intended role in
the force

Inform operational and
logistics decisions
through insight of
multinational unit and
equipment readiness

Deconflicts
ports, routes, and
critical
infrastructure
with allies during
deployments

Support sharing
of movement and
transportation
assets among
allies to reduce
redundancy and
cost

Solutions

Enabling LOGFAS
to work for you

LOGFAS needs accurate data
about the equipment, supplies,
organization, and deployment
plans for each unit.

NEXUS understands how LOGFAS works,
and how nations use LOGFAS differently.
We can help you identify how best to populate LOGFAS
with your information and how to get the most value from
LOGFAS for your organization.

JEDI-X is the solution to translate
national data into LOGFAS.

We assisted the US Army and Joint community in automating priority data into LOGFAS
using our JEDI-X automation tools and helped identify which echelons within the Army
are best suited to use LOGFAS.

Multinational Logistics Common Operating
Picture (MN LOG COP) is the solution to simplify
users access to the rich data available in
LOGFAS. It requires no LOGFAS training, and is
tailorable to each user's specific units, Nation(s),
commodity areas, and viewing preferences map or dashboard views.

Consulting
NEXUS has the LOGFAS knowledge and the experience with NATO and national military operations
to develop a LOGFAS integration strategy for your organization, ensuring interoperability with
national processes, and automating re-use of your existing national data.

We have worked with
several nations to assess
and streamline
on-boarding of LOGFAS.
Yours can be next.

Training
NEXUS offers a full range of training support, including user and network training for all aspects
of LOGFAS.
Our training courses can be tailored to the exact LOGFAS approach your organization is
implementing.
We offer Mobile Training Teams (MTT) to train large groups at your facilities, as well as Remote
Learning Courses (RLC) for flexibility in scheduling, and reduced travel requirements.

Training is never an afterthought, and is integral to
our approach to delivering a turnkey LOGFAS
capability for your organization.

Get started and realize the beneﬁts
of LOGFAS. Contact us with
questions or for a quote.

Mr. Joel BATTISTONI
joel@nexuslcm.com
+1.541.400.0765

